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The newest addition to Footprint's burgeoning series of activity guides, Diving the World, takes the

underwater adventurer on a magical tour of many of the world's top dives. Over 200 prime sites

have been carefully selected, reviewed and photographed by experienced husband-and-wife team,

Beth and Shaun Tierney. The guide also features personal opinions and anecdotes from both

experts and other divers, as well as recommendations of what to do and see on dry land. Includes

features on travelling as a diver - choosing, planning and costs; guide to airlines, baggage and

packing; detailed health section written by renowned expert; information on climate and dive

conditions; conservation issues and dive related topics explored and underwater photography

explained
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"This hefty but exhaustive guide pinpoints the best waves in Europe for some serious water time.

With additional listings as well, this is all you need to take with you, apart from your board..."

Wanderlust Magazine"

There is a passion for travel and discovery at Footprint that has been reflected in our publishing

since the South American Handbook was first published back in 1924. More than 80 years on, our

aim is still simple: to give travellers a refreshingly different view that helps them to follow their own



route and have a unique, memorable experience. Over 100 current guides reflect the many ways in

which people enjoy independent travel; whether exploring ancient sites, seeking an adrenalin-filled

adventure or relaxing on the beach, our authors do all they can to bring our customers the very best

of each destination we cover. Who are Footprint&#x92;s&#x99; customers? Footprint books are

used by seasoned travellers of all ages and nationalities. What they have in common is a

determination to travel independently and to get their own unique experience of the world. Footprint

customers love adventure, are resourceful and enjoy getting off the beaten track. They are

inquisitive about different cultures and sensitive towards the communities they encounter. What

makes Footprint different? An ever-increasing number of travellers are discovering Footprint books,

taking them on trips, enjoying an approach to travel that is distinctly different from other guides.

These are the features of the books most valued by experienced travellers: The authors of Footprint

guides have a depth of knowledge and passion for the destination, which ensures that the books

are always detailed and accurate. They show places to eat, sleep and visit that are away from the

tourist haunts and are often known only to the locals. The books provide a wide range of options for

travellers seeking out the very best activities and adventures. This gives travellers the freedom to

explore off the beaten track, providing unique, memorable experiences.

I bought it for my avid diver boyfriend for Christmas. He found previous dives in it. He has been

enjoying it a lot. I do wish the book were larger, but he likes it, so its all good.

Wow! Fabulous book, fabulous info, fabulous photos, just simply fabulous!If you are a scuba diver,

you need this book. It will inspire you to visit places you have seen only in travel magazines. This

book is big and beefy, too. Not a typical travel book, this book gives pages and pages of good info

and lush photos of ALL of the best diving destinations known.

I don't know how long the specifics would be current, but even if some details change, it gives good

info on how to research for your dive trip. I especially like the insight on air travel into or out of

Europe. Admittedly, it does not cover every dive site there ever was, but it does a nice job hitting

quite a few. I do not regret the purchase.

Beautiful book. Perfect for learning about dive sites. Puts a lot of information in one place for

researching dive locations



We are a diving family and this book was a hit with my hubby. Tons of info and great all around

book.

It is a great book with wonderful pictures and tips over 220 dives sites. It was a good acquisition for

me.

This book has beautiful colour plates and very useful info about diving centres around the world. My

son is now a seasoned diver and he was impressed with this.

I enjoy the first-hand experiences of the authors' reviews for the divesites. Great advice and photos.

Will be using their guide for many future trips.
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